How does Strasbourg
reduce stop-and-gotraffic and cut
emissions?
Discover how PTV Epics & PTV Balance
optimise your city‘s signal control system.

PTV EPICS & PTV BALANCE

PTV Epics & PTV Balance at a glance
 Continually optimise switching of traffic lights at single intersections
and for entire networks
 Automatically design signal control options and evaluate them using a
model before applying them in the field
 Reduce planning costs
 Take all modes of transport into account
 Integrate prioritisation of public transport

By deploying adaptive-signal control systems, the signal timing always reacts
to the live conditions of the roads to efficiently manage capacity.
For more success stories go to: ptv.to/epics-balance

What if you could reduce
travel times, emissions
and noise with smart
software?

PTV EPICS & PTV BALANCE

Optimise traffic lights and improve air quality
To ensure optimum use of road network capacity and keep emissions at a
minimum, it is essential to provide effective signal timing. With the modelbased adaptive signal control software at the core of your system, you are
able to react quickly and flexibly to changes in traffic volume, density and
capacity.
While PTV Epics takes care of single intersections, PTV Balance considers
the network and coordinates various intersections at the same time, enabling
green waves and specifically reducing the number of stops.
Thanks to optimised signal control, along the road Avenue de Colmar in
Strasbourg, France, air quality has improved significantly:
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PTV EPICS & PTV BALANCE

PTV Epics and PTV Balance
coordinate green waves
to reduce travel time

Use cases
Equip intersections with traffic control for all
road users
PTV Epics reduces planning efforts and
achieves high-quality results to minimise the
delay for all road users. It gives control about
priorities regarding different modes – private
traffic, public transport and pedestrians – in
the hands of the planner.
Optimise traffic flow in urban networks
PTV Balance optimises urban intersections
in real-time, from arterials to grid networks
to whole cities. It maximises the efficiency of
networks by adjusting splits, offsets and cycle
times to the current traffic flows.
Create customised perfomance indices
PTV Balance’s custom performance index,
which represents the weighted sum of all

stops, delays and tailbacks, forms the basis
for evaluating the framework plans. The
weighting for each signal group is adjustble.
React proactively to incidents
PTV Balance in combination with PTV Optima
reacts on traffic incidents before they
influence the network, due to comprehensive
forecasts that use all available data sources.
Thus it is possible to minimise or even avoid
incident-induced congestion.
Prepare for traffic control with V2X
communication
PTV Epics provides vital information for V2Xenabled traffic lights, as it prognoses signal
states for the near future. It also considers
V2X-equipped vehicles as data source and
gives pre-emption to emergency vehicles via
V2X-messages.
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Benefits
Optimise your network’s green waves
Create dynamic green waves without a lot of detailed planning and reduce waiting times, travel
times, emissions and noise in your network.
Integrate adaptive signal control into your traffic management system
Use PTV Epics to optimise single junctions and give priority to public transport and pedestrians,
and benefit from PTV Balance to coordinate traffic lights across multiple nodes.
Combine traffic-adaptive signal control with real-time traffic management
Use the model-based traffic-adaptive signal control for your entire network. Deployed in
conjunction with the real-time traffic management PTV Optima, you benefit from a full-scale
traffic management that also covers roads without extensive detection systems.

About PTV Group
PTV Group takes a holistic approach that
integrates all aspects of traffic, transport and
logistics to create and promote sustainable
mobility. Recognised as global market
leader, PTV develops intelligent software
solutions for transport logistics, traffic
planning and traffic management.

Thus cities, companies and people save
time and money, enhance road safety and
minimize the impact on the environment.
Based on its unique expertise in every facet
of mobility, PTV ensures that people and
goods arrive at their destinations safe and
sound, and on time.
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